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Welcome to the 13th issue of our Newsletter !
Ma~

the merry month of May has also been designated Asian Pacific Heritage Month. And so, off
we went to make merry- see details inside. A majority of our Mekong Circle members are Asians or
Asian Americans. Quite a number- our Lao colleagues- came to the USA, via hazardous crossings of the Mekong River and involuntary confinement at refugee camps in Thailand, Hong Kong,
Malaysia. They are among the 350,000 who fled their country after 1975. (Those who made it to the
Philippine Refugee Processing Center in Morang, Bataan before they were resettled to other countries have told us the Center was so much more hospitable than the other refugee sites). Spared
that wrenching experience, Filipino Mekong Circle members jet-planed into America and integrated
smoothly Our Lao members, judged by a survey of our Lao nurses, struggled into their second lives
as forced immigrants here. We had occasion to reunite with them at our 2004 Chicago reunion. In
some ways they have achieved the American dream for themselves and their children. This is a
remarkable achievement rebutting that often quoted Lao expressions - "bo pen yang"- never mind
or "tamada" - ordinary. What they did blows the mind and is truly extraordinary. We congratulate
you during this special month of Asian celebration.

We will soon be sailing for our 6th reunion. There are 178 names listed in this issue who have
reserved their cabins. Among them are more than 60 Lao names. This is the biggest turnout from
this group of our membership. Much of the effort to encourage their attendance was the work of
Cecile Datu, Soonthary Lapitan and Sivilay Sivongxay Soonthary and Sivilay are former OB nurses.
We note that many of the Lao attendees this August are former schoolmates from the OB School of
Nursing. It's beginning to shape up as a sequel to their 2004 reunion in Chicago. Welcome aboard!

It won't be all sand, surf and sun at our reunion. The business agenda is being put together. An
email went to all members seeking your input. Face-to-face contact when doing business is always
preferable and we do that during our biannual reunions. In between, we do our Association business, from time to time, via email, phone, and fax. This time, the face-to-face will occur aboard our
cruise ship. For those of you who cannot join us but wish to be heard, pis. email your agenda items
to Bik Marquez at bikmarguez@hotmail.com or write him at 1200 Bayhill, Suite 119, San Bruno,
California 94066 (tel. 650 589 3522).
The costs (printing and mailing) of this issue of our Newsletter were jointly paid by the New York and
San Francisco chapters. We had agreed to spread out the costs among our chapters by picking on
one chapter to fund each issue, round-robin style, beginning last year. Florida, San Francisco,
Chicago, Los Angeles, and Texas had taken their turns.
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE YEARS GONE

?

We attended one of those pet past-times of the diplomatic crowd that cluster
in around the United Nations' east side Manhattan neighborhood on First
Avenue in New York City. They are called "roundtable discussions." The
table, not round, but rectangular, was occupied by their Excellencies, the
Ambassadors of Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and Cuba to the UN. The topic:
after 30 years, what are the "changes in U.S. relations" with those countries
? The March 1, 2006 event organizers determined it was the appropriate
time to discuss those relations. It was in 1975, thirty years ago, when in toppling dominoes fashion , Vietnam fell to the Communists , followed by Laos,
then Cambodia. What has transpired since then between them and the
American power they vanquished? Today, peace reigns in Indochina. Time
does heal war wounds, however bloody and deep.
Peter Yarrow, he of the anti-Vietnam war folk singers trio Peter,
Paul and Mary opened the discussion with his medley of "Where Have All
The Flowers Gone?", "Blowing In The Wind ," "This Land Is Your Land ." lyrics that resonated in a listening crowd of mostly elderly Americans that we
can guess were drawn years ago to the Indoch inese conflict in one w2y or
another. His Excellency Alounkeo Kittikhoun, rising to the occasion , said
he cannot match Peter's singing ability and so invited all to come to Laos to
listen to its music there. The Lao Ambassador, if you will remember, was our
guest speaker during our 2002 Mekong Circle fourth reunion in New York
city. His wife then invited us to partake of the Asian specialties from the buffet table- the kind you won't find at all in this city of a thousand and one
restaurants - lap minced meat, tamahom papaya salad , sayoua sausage,
vunkathi egg and coconut jelly, khao niao sticky rice.
We emerged from the building into a cold March wind blowing from
the East River behind the UN building . As always, after these rare encounters with the Lao, the Mekong beckons again across time and space.

THE YEN RULES
There is a pair of stamps for sale to collectors for $1 .50 at eBay, that online
shopping bazaar. They bear the words Royaume du Laos, clearly pre-1975
monarchial postage. The 45 kip stamp says "Aide Japonaise" and shows a
woman bathing a child; the 75 kip stamp says "Aide Americaine" and shows
a young man standing in front of a large building that looks like a school.
Both were evidently issued to express the pre-1975 Lao government's
appreciation for those countries' foreign aid to the kingdom. From 1955 to
1975, U.S. economic aid to Laos had totaled $896 million (or some $45 million a year; only the CIA knows
how many untold millions in military aid; in his memoir
"A Look Over My Shoulder", former CIA director
Richard Helms wrote: "CIA's annual budget in Laos
was approximately what the (U.S) military was spend~
ing per day in Vietnam."; that other war had cost $150 billion when it ended
in 1975). We don't know what Japan's official aid to Laos had been during
USAID Laos' days. But since 1996 Japan has been the largest donor to
Laos each year. In 2004, it gave $71 .3 million, mostly in free grants, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; in contrast, the U.S. State Department's
aid request for Laos for fiscal year 2004 totals $ 4.3 million; the 2003
request was for $5.1 million. Today, Japanese generosity is difficult to ignore
in Vientiane. Reports London 's Economist magazine "Japan seems to have
paid for every_bus, park bench, and rubbish bin in the capital." Indeed during

our visit in 2002, the Ministry of Public Health four-wheel sta
lion wagon given for our use to Vang Vieng displayed the JICA (Japan
International Cooperation Agency) emblem. A malaria control office in a vii
lage on the way there where we visited proclaimed the emblem on its
entrance. And it adorned the door of a mechanical street cleaner that its Lao
driver was struggling to mount on a sidewalk (think how many Lao using
hand held brooms would have been gainfully employed by doing the same
job of that Japanese made machine).

LOOKING AT THE LAOS WAR ANOTHER WAY
In his memoir "A Look Over My Shoulder" (2003), CIA director Helms had
this take on his stewardship of the agency from1966-1973 (pages 260-261):
"In February 1973 at the time the ceasefire agreement was signed, I left the
Agency. I did so with the conviction that we had done our job in Laos. The
Roya l Lao government still held approximately the same territory it had in
1962 when the Agency took to the field with th e mission of keeping Laos
intact and neutral, and a second ary task of providing support for our forces
in South Vietn am. Laos was intact. The (North Vietnam) troops and Path et
Lao occupied no more Laotian territory than they had in 1962. Some 80,000
NVN troops, in three first-rate divisions aided by separate artillery battalions,
tank units, combat engineers and support troops were effectively tied down
in Laos. When South Vietnamese resistance crumbled in 1975, the fin al
assault on Saigon was spearheaded by two of these NVN divisions that had
been moved from Laos. The Royal Lao government was fragile but still in
power. Our paramilitary operations in Laos were conducted by some 200
Agency staff and contract employees. We had fulfilled our mission and we
remain proud of it. We had won th e war I"

STILL FIGHTING

A WAR

Actually, they lost it. But for one of them - Laos - the other war against
poverty, disease, ignorance - is still being waged by its people. By most
measures of the United Nations, it remains in the lowest rungs of development- a 45-year legacy of what amounts to colonial, exploitative rule by a
succession of powerful countries. Sparsely populated, three-fourths living on
subsistence agriculture, inhabiting a mountainous terrain that impedes communication, the government has been relying on foreign aid to survive.
When American aid terminated in 1975, its dependency for capital shifted to
the Soviet bloc which in the mid-1980s supplied as much as 60% of all foreign assistance. And when Russia collapsed, Laos had to scramble for new
sources. "To put it another way, Laos can call upon no resources of its own
for economic development projects," wrote Martin Stuart Fox, an Australian
expert on Laos from the University of Queensland. Aid is now provided, in
addition to Japan and the USA, by Vietnam, China, Thailand, France,
Australia, the European Union. During 2001 to 2005, Laos received foreign
assistance worth about $400 million a year, about 80 % of its annual budget
or 17 % of its gross domestic product. It's a hefty sum for a small country
and translates to a lot per capita. It must be said that its lowly status is not
entirely its fault. It was a helpless pawn with little control of its destiny during
the 30-year Indochinese wars and now suffers the pains of catching up.
During the roundtable discussion in March, we must understand that the
progress notes Ambassador Kittikhoun recited for his country's economic,
educational, and health sectors, had started from zero. Rehabilitation takes
more time than healing the wounds of war.
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New PususHER

FoR "FILIPINOS IN LAos"
When first released in August 2002, our memoir-history was produced by a
New Jersey-based printer (Books By Bookends, in Ridgewood , NJ). In
March 2006, our printer has moved and has a new name - Long Dash
Books, 89 Walnut St., Montclair, New Jersey 07042. Phone 973 746 5496.
email: longdash@gmail.com. The $20 retail price of our book remains intact
($ 5 goes to Mekong Circle). For those of you unfamiliar with the book, it is a
233-page, two part volume. The first, written by Filipino historian Fr. Miguel
Bernad, S.J., covers two years (1957-1959) of Operation Brotherhood's
beginnings in Laos. The second part, written by J. "Pete" Fuentecilla, continues the OB history and also chronicles during the same period (19571975) the work of Filipinos with the Vientiane-based Air Anierica, Bird &
Sons, Continental Air Services, Eastern Construction Company, the U.S.
Embassy and the U.S Agency For International Development It has 11
pages of photos and a 12-page index of 400 names - Filipino, Lao, Thai,
Americans - yours maybe in it if you served with these companies. Pete can
be reached at fuentecila@aol.com or call 718 468 3038. To order your copy,
contact Long Dash . Have you ordered the second volume in our publishing
program? "Goodbye Vientiane" is a 210-page compilation of memoirs by
Mekong Circle members. Collected by Penny Flores it was released in
October 2005 (see full description in December 2005 Newsletter) . Order
your copy from Edwin Lozada, care of Philippine Amerfcan Writers and
Artists , P.O. Box 31928, San Francisco, California 94131. Price: $15. Penny
can be reached at email pfiores@sfsu.edu or call 415 584 3962
LAO SINGER AT ASIAN FESTIVAL
By some Federal decree some years ago, May has been designated Asian
Heritage Month throughout the country. It's the occasion for street fairs,
movie festivals , seminars, awards, art shows and concerts, and all sorts of
celebrations in cities with large concentrations of Asians and AsianAmericans. That includes New York City which counted 800,000 Asians in
the 2000 census. We've been attending the Asian Pacific American Heritage
Festival in the city every May since we can remember. And so, last May 7, at
high noon and in high spirits, we waded into a multi-ethnic Asian crowd at
Union Square Park in Manhattan to savor once again satay and banana fritters and curried chicken; watch demonstrations of tae kwon do; picked up a
!-shirt silkscreened: "No I Am Not The Take Out Delivery Guy !" and "Ako Ay
Pilipino. Guwapo"; and signed more petitions ("Stop North Korean Tortures!"
) and email address listings than at any one time in one place. But new to us
this year was the appearance on the stage of Ketsana. Who? She is, the
program says, "a Lao-American singer, producer and TV host... who will
blend and incorporate exotic Lao traditional grooves with contemporary twist
of western pop-rock musical styles ..." Apparently Ketsana has been performing in the U.S., Laos and Thailand for the last two decades and we were
the last to know. For a sampling of her songs, log on to_www.ketsana.com.
Don't expect to hear "Hak Bo Leum."
MEKONG AID FoR LEYTE MuDSUDE VICTIMS
Since March, donations were collected by our treasurer Tony Victa in
California. New donations should now be sent to Louie Tabano (7143 North
Sioux Court, Chicago, Illinois 60646. Phone 773 792 8928.
email:filarn2boot@hotmail.com.) This campaign is being coordinated by
Puring de Jesus (prdejesus@aol.com and Red del Rosario
(delrosario1129@yahoo.com). If you will remember, a Feb. 17, 2006 mudslide in Barangay Guisagon, St. Bernard, Leyte killed 1,112 villagers (including 250 in a schoolhouse).Only 150 bodies were recovered. There are 3,272
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survivors in nearby barangays. Aid has shifted from relief goods to long-term
rehabilitation. We urge your generosity to our kababayans in the same spirit
that we helped the Katrina victims here. Donations to Mekong Circle, as you
know, are tax-deductible.
WE ARE FAMILY BEYOND LAOS
It takes the death of a member to open the floodgates of memories. And to
reaffirm that the bonds that first united us during our Laos years continue to
hold through our children. To illustrate, here are excerpts of email messages
after news of the passing of Dante Flaviano, Sr.
Dante, a communications engineer, arrived in Laos in April 1963 to
work with ECCOIL. Before he left for Thailand in 1970 he had worked for
USAID-Laos and Air America. He passed away at the age of 69 in Manila on
March 29, 2006.

Email March 31, 2006 from Art Linchangco, electronics technician in Laos
from 1961 to 1975, with ECCOIL, Air America and Continental Air Services):
T,o All --I found an old picture of Dante with Robert, my brother, Bien my
cousin and me, the late 60s taken I guess at 555 Cigarette Factory garden
in Vientiane. Picture fades but the memory is still vivid and clear.
Email March 31,from Jun llustrisimo, electronic technician with Air AmericaLaos, 1966 to 1969: That's the same garden I took Thelma out on our first
outing ... memories indeed! Pareng Art, ever wonder knowing you are the
only one left in this pix?
(Editor's note: Thelma Vi/lamar, whom Jun married, was an Operation
Brotherhood nurse.)
Email Apri/1, 2006
from Art: I know and
do you notice I was
the only one looking
up above. I'm still
looking around for old
Dante's pictures to
share with all of you.
Let's go back in time
more than three
decades ago and reminisce memories of old
happy days about
Dante as we rememDante Flaviano, Sr. (extreme right}, with, from left,
ber him then. And as
Robert Lichangco, Bien Melijor and Art Lichangco
you particularly
during the 1960s in Vientiane.
remember him. Dante
and I were more like brothers, kumpadres and buddies and more all rolled
up in one. I am godfather to his two sons. Our families, especially the older
children, were very close during and after our stay in Laos.
I did not see him for almost 30 years until last May 2005 in the
Philippines. We had a get-together in my niece's resort in Marilao, Bulacan.
All my brothers' family and my sister and her family and Dante's whole family were there. There were about 100. We had a great time talking of the
good all days and what happened during the years in between while the
ladies were cooking. The rest were playing pool, Karoake singing and swimming. It was a very relaxed atmosphere but full of fun and jokes as usual.
What a reunion it was. That's the last happy memory I'll keep of Dante.
Email April 2, 2006 from Arlene Loeb, daughter of Dante:
I can personally attest that Tito Art, Tito Robert and my Dad were

true blood brothers. Their closeness
and the bond of friendship between them was so
deep and thick you could feel it. There was no
doubt about it. I must admit the whole Laos experience was a unique adventure that left an indelible mark on the people who were there. I remember thinking of the entire Filipino population there
as a big tightly knit family composed of so many
Titos and Titas from Air America and Continental.
In early March of 2005, after Daddy suffered a serious heart attack, I decided to renew
my search for Tito Art and Tito Paeng. I could not
recall at that time the names of his other friends
and colleagues from Laos and Thailand. Locating
Tito Paeng was a failed attempt- there
were numerous listings under Rafael Munoz (all
were Spanish speaking). I knew it would really
mean a great deal to Daddy to hear from either
Tito Art or Tito Paeng. And I also knew that if I
contacted either one, they would not hesitate to
give him a call. By sheer luck and the magic of
Google, I found Tito Art I am so glad I did . My
mom told me how happy Daddy was to see him
again. He was really touched by Tito Art's visit.
Thank you, thank you, thank you. It is really so
good to see all your names once again .. .familiar
names from a time not so very long ago, a wonderful, memorable time.
NEW LAO WEBSITES
"I'm Renen Jose Navalta from Zamboanga City,
Philippines. I am a Web Designer/Developer. I do
websites for a living. Now I am tasked to go to
Laos to develop websites" so reads a web page
forwarded to us by Jun llustrisimo, an alumnus
of Ateneo de Zamboanga, where Renen also
graduated from . There are, by one listing posted
in www.vientianetimes.com. (click on "Other
Sites"), 437 websites devoted exclusively about
Laos. Renen has added another two -one for the
Faculty of Medical Sciences (wwwfms.edu.la)
and the Ministry of Public Health
(www.moh.gov.la). Contracted by the Lao
government to build the sites, Renen, 27 years
old, arrived Feb. 27, 2006 in Vientiane and stayed
a month. While there, he maintained a diary
(called a "blog") that he posted for all to read.

Sample: "I'm a bit excited because this will be my
first website project done in a foreign language ... with an English version. Honestly, I'm
doing this blindly because I don't understand
even a single character of Lao text. I have to
depend on the info given to me by the translator.
Even the "supposedly" translator is having a hard
time converting the text. waaaahhhh ... But what
are pinoys for? hehehe .... We can do this, slowly
but surely and hopefully before I'll leave eveything's in place." More entries and photos he took
can be accessed in his blog
http://laobigbrother.blogspot.com.
RETURN

To

PARADISE

Jij, son of Puring and Raul de Jesus, together
with his fiancee Claire Shepley, stopped over in
Laos during their swing through Eu rope and Asia
from September to December last year. For Jij it
was his second time in Vientiane and Luang
Prabang -he was th ere in November 2002 with
the Balik Laos- Mekong Circle group visit. But
Vang Vieng was new to him. The "tubing through
a cave" that was advertised, said Claire, as a
"caving experience" turned out to be
"slithering .. on our
beUies through wet
darkness with spiders and creepy
crawlies. We survived it and are better people for it. The
flying fox came nextl
A rope swing and
zip line perched high
above the river. The
only pre-requisite to
using the flying fox
is that you purchase Jij and Claire somewhere
a beer before going. in the planet.
More paddling land
us back (in town) as the sun set behind the surrounding mountains. A truly spectacular scene."
(Okay, so now you two know why OB Filipinos
who staffed the hospital there during the 1960s,
and were about your age, fell in love with Vang
Vieng. But their monthly reports to OB headquarters in Vientiane never described cave tubing and
flying fox). In Vientiane, Jij and Claire stayed at
hotel Novotel where Filipino manager Gina
Alicando met them with 'a giddy gallop to hug us
hello". (Gina was also host to the Balik Laos visitors). To read more of the couple's accounts of
their travels across France, England, Vietnam ,
Cambodia and Laos, and view their photos, log
on to http://claireandjij blogspot.com
BLACK AND WHITE AND MEMORIES

Renen Navalta (left) with Nicholas Luff of the
University of Calgary, and technician Somxay
Siharath.

We all have our collection of photos of our Laos
days. Tucked under plastic overlays in their booksized albums, we leaf through them at our gettogethers. Priceless mementoes. Some of us are

blessed with so many photos you need a team
working through late nights and weekends to
organize them. That's what took Ruel Guevara
(son of Eve), Tess and Leni Asuncion (daughters of Baby and Johnny), Jojo Revilla {daughter of Jovit and Ben) to put together Eve's 300plus photo collection taken from 1959 to 1965.
They were sustained by Jovit's supply of coffee
and Lao food as they labored in her Los Banos
home. They are among our second generation
with some ideas on how to carry on our Laosbred work. Rue! writes of sending her mother's
mobile x-ray van to barangays, "screening children and adults for tuberculosis. " At meetings
with Gene San Juan , son of ECCOIL's Frisco
and with Denis Belicena, son of Bing and Jun ,
they together with others, are laying plans for a
Mekong Circle reunion in the Philippines in 2007.
Yes, that's 2007.
REALITY RESTAURANTS RIGHT HERE
The number of real Lao restaurants in the USA
we know of is so few and far between you can
count them with the fingers of your hand. Indeed
we listed eight in the April 2004 of our Newsletter.
By real , we mean those places
where real sticky khao niaow is
served in real wicker round baskets.
Beware of eating places with names
like Mekong and Kin Khao but are
actually Thai. Some are hybrid ThaiLao and their menu does list both
Lao and Thai dishes. One such new
restaurant is Champa Laos. Any
restaurant with Champa in its name
{that's Laos' national flower, the
frangipani) must by definition serve
real Lao dishes, and not fusion concoctions that try to pass off Thai son hut as Lao
tam som. Champa Laos cooks the real thing,
says Red del Rosario, who with wife Edith, had
lunch there on May 13. There's a Thai calamari
dish on the menu listed as "The Screaming
Mermaid" that Laos, landlocked from the sea,
could not have invented. "The mango ice cream is
the best Edith has tasted," reports Red whose
salivary glands were further stimulated by "the
allure and gentle demure" of the Lao waitresses
in their traditional sinh dresses. Located in 219
Haddenfield-Berlin Road, in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey (where Red & Edith live), Champa Laos is
also convenient to Mekong Circle members living
on or near Cherry Hill - Evelyn and Boni Alon,
Joy and Bac Bacordo, Linda and Cesar
Mendoza. Hey guys, there are two other places
in the neighborhood where we were told are real
Lao - Cafe du Laos, at 11th & Washington and
Vientiane Cafe (4728 Baltimore Ave.) both in
Philadelphia. Tell Red to do a real food review
with his taste buds and not with his roving , aging
eyes.

LEILA'S JOURNAL

that I can understand. After a long discussion, they will often ask me
what I think. I usually have only questions. When the Lao teachers
There were 62 Filipino doctors who served with Operation
are busy, the residents present their most difficult patients and we try
Brotherhood-Laos from 195 7 to 1975. Some stayed the stanto understand their problems together. Additional questions about the
dard two-year term or volunteered for consecutive terms lasthistory, repeating the physical exam, looking up information in a
ing over ten years. No one has been able to return to resume
textbook or planning to search when the internet is available, are
his work. What it like there now, some wonder, for a foreign
ways we try to learn more about the patients.
"tan moh" to do the curing they used to do ?
Hospital rounds may include doctors, teachers, residents, medical students, all crowded around the patient's bed with their parents
We reprint an account here by Dr. Leila Srour, an
American pediatrician with Minnesota-based Health Frontiers. sitting silently. Today one parent talked to me, he had not spoken
English since 1972. He wanted to explain why he had to take his
The non-profit, volunteer organization has been conducting
anemic daughter home. She has thalassemia and he has been
severely
since 1997 a p ediatric and internal medicine residency trainunable to fmd someone to donate blood for her. He has six children,
ing program for Lao do ctors. Founded by Dr. Karen Olness, a
two with the disease. He told me that he is a farmer and must work
p ediatrician and formerly a USAID-Laos health officer, HF
everyday to provide for his family.
teachers are volunteer American doctors like Dr. Srour. We met
The parents bring their own blankets, pillows, food and take
Bryan, Dr. Srour s husband and Dr R01y Ramsey, an internist
care of their children in the hospital. They wait for days, weeks,
teacher, both referred to in the account, during our visit to
sometimes longer for a diagnosis and multiple treatments. When they
Vientiane in November 2002. - J. "Pete" Fuentecilla.
run out of money or need to return to their rice fields , they go home
with their sick child.
Half way through the morning, I was interrupted to see a malDecember 16, 2002
nourished three- month old. The resident had been following the
Today I woke at 5 am, per usual , tried to chase away the anxious
child as an outpatient, because the mother could
thoughts that follow me through my dreams and
not leave her fi ve other children to be admitted
awaken me prematurely everyday. The air is
with her baby. Since the child was still losing
cool, early morning darkness, as I ride my bicywe ight, despite breast-feeding, the resident
cle along the Mekong to the aerobics class at 6
dec ided to recommend formula, but the moth er
am. I join about 50 to I 00 women, exercising to
has no money. The Health Frontiers poor patient
teclmo music. We nod and
fund gave the resident $10 to help the family.
exchange a few words that we can share, their
The mother wi ll continue to breast fe ed,
few words of English, my few words of Lao. In
supplem
enting with the formula.Maybe when
seven months, we have learned a little about
the
child
is stronger, hi s weight will improve.
each other. As we exercise, the sun rises over the
Maybe
an
undiagnosed disease is the cause of
Mekong, instantly warming the day, so we are all
his failure to thrive? The resident bought the
sweating by 6:30.
bottles and formu la and showed the mother how
I ride homeward, pick up a fresh baguette
to feed her starving child. They will return in
Dr. Srour now lives and works in Muang
for breakfast to share with Bryan who prepares
the Lao coffee. We eat breakfast outside where it is Sing, Luang Namtha province in the north. two weeks for follow-up, since the mother must
work and provide for her other children.
coolest, under our house. Twice a week we now
Most of the diseases in the hospital I have only read about, so
receive the Vientiane Times and fight over who gets to read it first.
my experience is only theoretical. In many cases, the diseases are so
Sometimes it has useful information, like how to stay warm during
advanced that I cannot recognize what the original problem was.
the cold winter months in Vientiane. For those in cooler climes, wear
Getting a history is very difficult, even for the Lao. Sometimes the
a beanie at night, socks, drink warm liquids and take hot showers.
parents do not speak the Lao language, they may speak Hmong .
Since the daytime December temperature ranges from 75 to 90
Physical examinations are challenging, with lots of positive .fmdings
degrees with about as much humidity, the advice has not been very
to
defme and explain.
useful to us . I am not complaining, because six months ago was
On a daily basis, we see rheumatic heart disease, measles,
much hotter and wetter!
dengue,
severe malnutrition, thalassemia, nephrotic syndrome,
I check with the Health Frontiers office, before heading for the
meningitis,
encephalitis, tuberculosis. We always see patients with
hospital. Mahosot Hospital is a short walk away. I usually take the
signs and symptoms that we are unable to diagnose. Regularly,
shortcut through Vat Piavat across the street. The monks usually
patients are admitted with vaccine-preventable diseases: diphtheria,
acknowledge me with a Saybadee (Good Morning, Afternoon or
pertussis , tetanus, rabies, complications of measles. Many children
Evening !) The water buffaloes live at the end of the street.
are malnourished and some children have vitamin deficiencies, like
Mahosot Hospital has a large pediatric ward, Pediatric ICU and
beriberi. It is remarkable to watch a child who has a cardiac arrest,
NICU. The first impression is of lots of people, all ages, dirt and
receive treatment with thiamine, Vitamin B 1, and two hours later,
smells of all kinds. For seven months , I have been trying to figure
able to breast feed and smile!
out what is going on, who is in charge and how can I be helpful.
By 12:30, I give up for the morning and escape to the Health
Today I met the senior pediatric resident and discussed the patients.
Frontiers office for lunch with Bryan, Rory, the internal medicine
One of the Lao teachers began morning rounds, so we joined him. I
doctor, and his wife Margareta. We discuss our mornings, sharing
listen patiently to the Lao discussions, trying to catch a word or two
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joys and sorrows. Our lives are roller coasters everyday from ecstasy
CABIN RESERVATIONS
to despair and back again. Frequently, I feel overwhelmed by the
AS OF MAY
amount of work. This week we are helping with the selection of residents for next year. Then we need to start working on the questions
for the fmal exam for the residents. Next month we will help with the
Abad, Angelita
• Holgado/Felina
planning of the Basic Science review course for the new residents.
Ramos, Jesus
Abad, Gilbert
Hoyes/ Alexndria
Ramos, Nemia
All of the residents graduated from the Lao medical schools
Aberin, Evangelina
Hoyes/ Julia
Ramos, Rustico
years ago. Before starting the residency, a two-month review is
Aguilar/Esther
Hayes/Maria
Reyes, Gloria .
planned. We would like to help them with their English skills, very
Aguilos, Maria
Keomahathai, Adul
Reyes,Emil
limited due to lack of opportunity for study or practice.
Akkhavong Nounennady Keomahathai, Phikoun
'Reyes/Alfredo
Kittisackl Bobby
Alcudio, Ma. Luz
Few people in Laos speak English fluently. I wonder where we
Reyes/Eriberto D.
Kittisackl Boulaphanh
Alcudio,
Quentin
Reyes/Eriberto N.
will find a teacher? Other projects include developing a lab for the
Kittisack/ Doungchanh
Altura/ Francesca
Reyes/Melanie
residents to learn simple laboratory skills, social pediatric rotations,
Kosila, Chester
Altura/ Lerio
RitterNirginia
planning the rotations for next year, always trying to figure out
Kosila, Noi
. Barcelona, Jose
Salarda, Patricio
where learning is taking place to encourage and where learning is
Ladara, Khamsaou
. Barcelona, Josefina
Sananikone/Dao
Ladara, Rath
not, and why?
Beredo/Grace
·Sananikone/Oudong
Lapitan, Sounthaly
Beredo/Leonora
Sanguansack , Linda
When the Mekong flooded in August, almost over the dike that
Lien/Aurora
Bouchard/Lucien
'Sanguansack,
Manit
protects us, we watched it cover the land. As the water receded, the
Liwag/Antonio
Bouthavong/ Bounoum
Sareerat, Dallas
farmers immediate ly began plowing and planting in the new soil
LiwagNirginia
Bouthavong/lnpanh
Sareerat, Dillon
brought by the flood. Behind the plow, the seeds sprout, creating verBrenzikofer, Lamphoune Luangrath, Cindy
Sareerat, Simmaly
Luna, Jose
dant fields with no memory of the recent flood. As my overwhelming Cage, David Jr.
Sareerat, Vanavit
Luna, Una
Cage, Thongkhoun
Sayaphone, Boone
feeling recede, I try to plant new ideas and work new solutions in
Ly/Cuc
Capobianco/ Daniela
Sayasan,
Phetje
the fertile soil created by the problems that threatened.
Mak, Cynthia
Casher, Fe
Saythong/Dustin
After lunch, I get onto a motorbike. How scary! I drive nervousChinyavong, Anongsinh Malaythong/ Sam
Saythong/Lisa
ly through the daily obstac le course to Setthatirat Hospital , about six
Chinyavong, Chanthone Malaythong/ Sue
Saythongk ham , Kayla
kilometers away. There I join another group of residents and hear
Malolos, Amparo
Chomthipe, Chuang
Saythongkham, Moe
Manuei/Maternidad
Chomthipe, Sameu
about their difficult patients. One child with staphylococcal pneumoSaythongkham/Davin
Manuel/Romeo
Chomthipe-Sheridan
Sazon, Antonio
nia, presented with septic shock. She had multiple abscesses and
Marquez, Anita
Chookitngam, Malee
Sazon , Antonio Jr.
pneumatoceles. Her parents ran out of money and the Health
Marquez, Brian
Ciborsky, Rebecca
Sazon, Corazon .
Frontiers poor patient fund was able to help. After a horrendous hosMarquez. Shelley
Custodio/Apolinario
Sermpongpan, Sumitra
pital course, she recovered and went home . Many children are not so
Marquez, Vicente
Datu, Cecilia
Sheridan, Gindala A.
Marzullo/Linda
Datu, Orlando
fortunate ... Working here is often sad and very draining!
Sihapanya, May
Matila, Racquel
Domingo/Bayani
Sihapanya, Nhot
In the evening, I try to study about the patients I've seen, look
Matos/Cynthia
Domingo/Helen
Siharath/Bouadeng
for articles to share with the residents, make plans for a residents lab,
Menguito/Dominador
Evans/Philip
Siharath/Khamsy
write notes from a teachers meeting, think about how to deal with
Menguito/Jea nne
Foster, Esperanza
Sisouphone, Phounsouk
Menguito/Massimo
problems that have no resources, mull over endless requests for help,
Frias, Anecia
Sivongxay, Chantha
Menguito/Robertp
Fueritecilla, Florida
try to remember what should take priority.
Sivongxay, Sivily
Menguito/Sally Dee
Fut::ntecilla , Jose
Stark/Lolita
For diversion, I try to study Lao, which is about as baffling as
Mitsri, Khammone
Fuentecilla/Jay
Tapia, Pedro Jr.
everything else, but at least it's different. Finally fall asleep exhaustMitsri, Thongsai
Fuentecilla!Ken
Tapia,Josephine
ed to meet the problems in my dreams.
Montalvo-Fadul/lmelda
Fuentecilla/Shane
Taveras/EIIis
In October, we spent a week in the north of Laos. We visited a
Naranjo/Josefa
Tharp/Eimira
Gonzalez, Felicidad
Naranjo/Jovita
Tharp/Michael
Gonzalez, Pedro
remote district hospital, clean and new, but no equipment, little staff
Nguyen/Lien
Thongma, Phaiboon
Gonzalez/Pilar
and very few patients. A Direct Relief shipment is scheduled for the
Nguyen/Sang
Gonzalez/Rosendo
Thongma, Vanessa
New Year, supported by our friends around the world. We hope the
Orense,Bounchuey
Guevara/ Eva
Valenzuela, Amelia
hospital staff will be able to use the supplies to help patients, who
Pablo, Josefina
Guevara/ Lorena
Valenzuela, Nestor
will spread the word that health care is available.
Pacson, Remedio
Guevara/ Ruel
Van Lee, Jessica
Pacson, Rosario
On December 21, we will celebrate Bryan's birthday and
Guevarra, Felicitas
Van Lee, Justin
Padayao, Fidel
Guevarra, Joe
Virabong, Prakiane
Christmas with the residents at the Health Frontiers office. The ninePadayao, Wilma
Gutierrez/Herminia
Siphanon
Virabong,
teen pediatric residents are from different parts of Laos and six interPapa/Oscar
Hefferon, Penny .
Vongphakdy, Kim
nal medicine residents are from Vientiane. The internal medicine resPapa/Teresita
Hefferon, Rosemarie
Vongphakdy, Tayemphanh
idents will become the teachers for their program. We work with the
Pathammaboun, Sivay
Hefferon,Kevin
Vongphrachanh/Noun
Pathammaboun, Viengsay Voungsaly/Soutsada
Lao doctors who participate with the residents caring for the patients.
Hillmeryer/Patricia
Phengphong, Phoukham
Hillmeyer/Aidan
The Lao doctors are extremely busy with many responsibilities in
Primacio/Y olanda
Hillmeyer/Michelle
and out of the hospital.
Puangmaly, Chantalom
Hillmeyer/Patrick A.
We are very grateful for the connections we have around the
Puangmaly, Phoxay
Hillmeyer/Patrick R.
world. The support we receive gives us strength to face the chalQuartermanNilma
Hillmeyer/Ryan
lenges that threaten to overwhelm us. Each day we realize how privileged we are to work where the needs are so great!
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As of 17 May, 178 members have reserved cabins. They have been
mailed details on hotel and local transportation arrangements as well
as emailed to all members, whether joining the cruise or not. To repeat
some important information :

Hotel: we convene at the Florida Mall Hotel (1500 Sand Lake Road,
Orlando, Florida 32809; tel. 866 862 3870; fax 407 816 5193. Please
note: some numbers in our mailing were not correct). When making
your room reservations , the group rate we obtained for Mekong Circle
is $71 per night per room plus 11.5% tax per night. Each room can
accommodate up to 4 persons. This rate is for the nights of August 7
to 10, 2006 and from August 14 to 17, 2006. To insure you will get the
discount group rate, tell the hotel you are with Mekong Circle. Do not
book online from their website (www.thefloridamallhotel.com). Visit the
website for a look at their facilities.

Reception and Baci Welcome will be held at the Florida Mall
Hotel. The group rate of $71 per night plus taxes is also applicable for
members who will come just for the reception. See program below
Local transportation

Travel Advisory - Schedule your flights out of Orlando to allow more time
for the usual heavy vacationing crowds and airport security screening.
Include travel time to the airport as well as time to retrieve your baggages
from the ship. Although we return early on Monday, Aug . 14 at 7 in the morning, it would be wise to schedule a late afternoon flight out of Orlando.
Travel Papers - Depending on your citizenship and residency status in the
U.S., there are various visa, passport or other necessary travel documentation to and from the Bahamas and the USA. For information, contact the
Permanent Mission of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas to the United
Nations 212 421 6925; fax 212 759 2135. See also their website
www.un.int/bahamas/visa_requirements_list.htm.
On-line Resources on All About Cruising
Our cruise company Royal Caribbean Lines has posted on its website a
number of guides. We recommend the following, all accessible from
www.royalcaribbean.com. Our ship is "Sovereign of the Seas"
• What To Know Before You Go
• Life Onboard
• Top 10 Insider Cruising Tips
• What Is Included
• Activities on Nassau and CocoCay
In addition, we will receive three weeks before sailing,a booklet, called a ticket booklet, that has more valuable information.
Travel Agent: Magenta Travel Group
211 S. Deerwood Ave., Orlando, Florida 32825 USA
Ms. Tess Papa (tel. 888 278 3415 toll free)
fax 407 517 9849 cell407 282 2111
Email: tesspapa@magentatravel.net
2006 Mekong Reunion Coordinator:
Dr. Pete Gonzales (tel 407 846 3870; fax 407 846 0495)
Email: drg@kua.net

• From Orlando Airport to Florida Mall Hotel -there are
several transports available: taxis, vans , buses, limousines. The most
affordable we found are the shuttle vans operated by Mears
Transportation (tel. 407 423 5566). It has a counter near the Baggage
Claim area. Rates: Adults $16 per person one way; children $12 per
child one way (4 to 11 years) ; infants free,1 to 3 years). Orlando
Airport is about 6 miles from the Hotel or about 15 to 20 minutes by
car.
• From Florida Mall Hotel to Port Canaveral- Our cruise
ship "Sovereign of the Seas" is docked at the Port which is 65 miles
from the Hotel or about 45 miles to an hour by car depending on the
traffic. We have chartered buses to transport us at $19 per person. If
you have not already done so, submit names to our Travel Agent if
you and your companions will take this bus so that sufficient buses are
on hand.

Reunion Program
Aug. 10, Thurs

4-9 pm

Aug. 11, Friday

1 pm
Start boarding cruise ship
5pm
Depart Port Canaveral
8-9 pm Reception hosted by Tess Papa
Boleros Lounge
Mixed Drinks, Snacks, Dancing

Aug. 12, Saturday 11 am
3 am

Registration, Reception, Baci Welcome
Florida Mall Hotel
Heroes Ballroom, Mezzanine, Salon 1

Arrive Nassau, the Bahamas
On shore excursions and tours
Leave Nassau

Aug. 13, Sunday Morning Mass (Fr. Lucien Bouchard, former Laos·
missionary) Time and place to be announced
7 am
Arrive CocoCay Island, the Bahamas
Picnic & other activities
2 - 5 pm Mekong Circle Membership Meeting
Mariner & Navigator Rooms (aboard ship
5 pm
Leave CocoCay Island
Aug. 14, Monday · 7 am

Arrive Port Canaveral

Mekong Circle
140-60

HELMA AvENUE

OHIO

45013 USA

